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Abstract 
Ko proved that the P-selective sets are in the advice class P/quadratic, and Hemaspaandra, 
Naik, Ogihara, and Selman showed that they are in PPilinear. We strengthen the latter result by 
establishing that the P-selective sets are in NP/linear n coNP/linear. We show linear advice to 
be optimal. 
1. Introduction 
Selective sets are sets for which there is a “selector function,” usually a polynomial- 
time deterministic or nondeterministic function, that declares one of its two inputs to 
be logically no less likely than the other to belong to the given set. 
Definition 1.1 (Hemaspaandra et al. [ 111). Let 9W be any class of functions (pos- 
sibly multivalued or partial). A set A is F%‘-selective if there is a function f E 9% 
such that for every x and y, it holds that 
f(x, v) C{x, Y), and 
if {x, Y) n A # 0, hm f(x, Y> # 0 and f(x, Y) CA 
Let B9?-sel denote the class of sets that are 5-V-selective. 
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The class that would be notated FP s,ngle - valued, t til-sel according to the defmition above 
was defined directly by Selman in 1979 [20]. Henceforward, we refer to these sets by 
his term, P-selective, and we denote the class of such sets as P-sel. Also of inter- 
est to us will be the NPSV-selective Sets, which were first studied by Hemaspaandra 
et al. [ 111, and the NPSVtihl-selective Sets, which were first studied by Hemaspaandra 
et al. [SI. NPSV and NPSVtotir denote the Standard notions of Single-valued NP func- 
tions, as introduced by Book et al. [2,3]. Selective sets have recently been the focus 
of quite a bit of research activity (see the Survey [6]). 
All three types of selective sets just mentioned are known to be contained in 
polynomial-advice classes. (We define these formally later. Loosely put, %/f(n) is 
the class of languages for which the membership of all length n strings tan be de- 
cided by a set from V that is in addition given, on input X, f( 1x1) extra bits of 
“advice” that tan depend only on x’s length, not its value.) In particular, Ko [17] 
proved - via a toumament in which the “losingest” player and all players that that 
player lost to are eliminated each round - that P-sel C P/quadratic. Relatedly, it has 
also been proven (in [ 1 1, 81, with the “quadratic” Claims being implicit in their proofs) 
that NPSV-sel C(NP I-J coNP)/poly II NP/quadratic and NPSVt,tir-sel c(NP II coNP)/ 
quadratic. 
1s quadratic advice necessary to accept selectivity classes? Hemaspaandra et al. 
[lO], via an approach quite different from Ko’s, proved that if one allows the ad- 
vice interpreter to be quite powerful then linear advice (indeed II + 1 bits of advice) 
suffices: P-sel 5 PP/linear. ’ We Show, by a proof harking back to Ko’s approach, 
that linear advice suffices even with nondeterministic polynomial-time interpreters: 
P-sel c NP/linear fl coNP/linear, and, indeed, n + 1 bits suffice. We also show that 
this is optimal with respect to length of advice: sublinear advice, indeed n bits, does 
not suffice - even with extremely powerful advice interpreters. 
’ One cannot find this result explicitly stated in [lO], but it is implicit in that paper’s proof that “If P=PP 
then each P-selective set is many-one equivalent to a ‘standard left tut [of a real number].’ ” That is, we 
are not claiming that the result follows from their just-quoted theorem itself, as in their construction the 
many-one reduction to the “Standard lefi tut of a real number” has quadratic output length. Rather, the 
idea behind their proof is simply that for a P-selective set A having P-selector function f that w.1.o.g. sat- 
isfies (Vx, y) [f(x, y) = f(~,x)] it holds that, for all n, A=” is exactly the set of length n strings z such 
that the number of length n strings w other than z for which f(z,w) = w is less than IIA=“ll. So clearly 
P-sel c PP/linear. Indeed, in the notation we will define later, P-sel c PP/{2” + 1) c PP/n + 1, where the 
advice is just the census value, IIA=“ll. W e note in passing that this implies the existente of certain deter- 
ministic advice-finding algorithms for P-selective Sets. 
Theorem 1.2. If A is a P-selective set, then A has an advice-jnding algorithm in #PA, and indeed that 
algorithm tan be implemented deterministically in DTIMEA[20(“)]. 
One tan contrast this runtime with the natura1 deterministic advice-finding algorithm implicit in Ko’s 
construction, which would nm in DTIME A [2 @@)], and the natura1 deterministic implementation of the 
NP/linear algorithm of Corollaty 3.9 of this Paper, which would run in DTIMEA[2@(““‘s* “)] (in both cases, 
we use 0 to refer to the particular, concrete, brute-forte algorithm - other as yet undiscovered approaches 
might yield different times). 
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As historical background, we mention that lower bounds on advice date at least 
back to Kannan’s 1982 Paper [ 131. Köbler and Thierauf [ 181 have, in the context of 
discussing the complexity of advice, also studied limiting to a logarithmic number of 
bits the amount of advice. A recent Paper of Homer and Mocas [ 121 obtains a lower 
bound for the advice complexity of exponential time that is optimal in some oracle 
world; in contrast, our result is unconditionally optimal. 
Why should one care about determining the optimal number of bits of advice? One 
reason might be that, as noted in the previous footnote, in many settings it will hold 
that the shorter the advice, the easier the brute forte procedure to find a correct ad- 
vice string. More importantly, one long-term reason is that one hopes that contrasts 
between the number of bits of advice (the f(n) of %/f(n)) that suffice with respect 
to various strengths of advice interpreters (the %? of %/f(n)) will yield insight into 
the powers of, and the differentes between, complexity classes 55’. For example, the 
facts that P-sel C P/quadratic and P-sel c NP/linear frame a potential differente between 
the powers of P and NP. Certainly, from our results it follows that it would be hard 
to prove that P-sel Zacks linear-sized advice that tan be interpreted in deterministic 
polynomial-time (i.e., to prove P-sel g P/linear), as any such proof would establish 
that P # NP. 
2. Definitions: k-ary advice 
All our sets are over the alphabet C = (0, l}. For any set A, let Azk denote the 
length k strings in A. Let (a,b) be a Standard logspace computable and invertible 
pairing function. Let ZZBo denote (0, 1,2,. ..} and Z3’ denote { 1,2,. ..}. All uses of 
log and log* in this Paper assume that the logarithms are of base 2. For any class 
V, let CO-V denote {A 12 E GF?}. By convention, we use CONP as a shorthand for co- 
NP. We write x 61exy if x = y or y is greater than x with respect to the Standard 
lexicographical ordering. 
Karp and Lipton [16] introduced the notion of advice classes as follows. 
Definition 2.1 (Karp and Lipton [16]). (1) Let f be a function from .Zao to DLt”>‘. 
Let %? be any collection of subsets of {O,l}*. Define W/f(n) = {A I(3B E %‘)(3h : 
CS?>’ + (0, l}*)[(bz)[f(n) = Ih(n)l] and (Vx E {O,l}*) [x E A H (x, h(lxl)) E BI]}. 
(2) Let 5 be any class of functions from 2”’ to Tao. Define 
V/F = {A ( (3f E F) [A E Yn/f]}. 
Let poly, linear, and quadratic, respectively, denote the classes of polynomially 
bounded, linearly bounded, and quadratically bounded functions. 
Note that Karp and Lipton’s above definition of U/f (n) requires all potential advice 
strings for an input of some length n to be of equal length. Thus their notion - in 
contrast with that found in some other Papers that by an advice bound of f(n) mean 
that the advice is some string of length less than or equal to f(n) - exactly captures 
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in $?/f(n) the notion of f(n) bits of advice (though both definitions yield the same 
notion of P/poly). 
Karp and Lipton, in their seminal Paper, not only suggested (and started) the study 
of advice, but also emphasized the importante of the length of advice, in particular by 
studying both logarithmic advice and polynomial advice. In Order to make the amount 
of advice needed for a certain set as precise as possible, we refine their advice notion. 
They allow advice strings that take on one of a number of values that must be a power 
of two; we allow advice to take on one of a number of values not limited to powers 
of two. Thus, we introduce the notion of “k-q advice.” 
Definition 2.2 (k-ary aduice). Let h : fZao --+ 2 2 ‘. Let g be a function from ZBo to 
ZY>‘* Assume natura1 numbers have their Standard encoding over binary strings. Let 
%? be any collection of subsets of (0, 1 }*. Define 
Gf?/{g(n)} = {A 1 (IB E %)(3h : iP” + LP’) 
Vn)Mn) E { 1,. *. > s(n>)l and W E {O,l)*& E A * (x,WdN E 41) 
Lemma 2.3. For any class V closed under composition with logspace jiinctions, and 
for any f(n) : Tao + Ta’, 5f?/{2f(“)} = Vif(n). 
We note that refining from powers of two to a k-ary token is not a new idea. Cai and 
Furst, in the different setting of bottleneck machines ([5], see also the underlying Paper 
Barrington [l]) wanted to describe the Point at which bottleneck machines captured 
PSPACE, and to do this they defined a machine model in which they could speak of 
passing, e.g., a 5-ary token (rather than, e.g., the cruder “3 bits”). 
3. Results 
We now turn to our results. 
Theorem 3.1. P-sel c NP/{2” + l} fl coNP/{2” + 1). 
Via Lemma 2.3, we immediately have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. P-sel 2 NP/n + 1 n coNP/n + 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let A E P-sel. Since P-sel is closed under complementation, 
it suffices to Show that A ENP/{~” + 1). Let 0, denote the class of all simple (i.e., 
having no self-loops) graphs G on nodes { 1, 2, . . . , m} such that for each i # j 
exactly one of (i, j) or (j, i) belongs to G. That is, D, is the class of graphs obtained 
by directing the edges of the complete graph K,,,. Given an 4’ element collection B 
(for simplicity, name the elements by B = { 1, 2, . . . , t}), the action of a P-selector f 
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implicitly specifies a graph G E De, via the rule (for i # j) that (i,j) E G if and only 
if f(min(i,i), max(i,i)) = j, and otherwise (j, i) E G. 
Ko [ 171 let B correspond to the set of elements of length n in a given P-selective 
set. He proved P-sel C P/quadratic essentially by noting that for each G E Op (and 
thus for G E Dk, k < 2”) there exists a set of n nodes from which every node 
tan be reached by a path of length 0 or 1. We first note (for completeness - we 
suspect this to be a folk theorem) that for each G E Dp there exists some node 
from which every node tan be reached via a path of length at most n. To see this, 
consider the following multi-state “knock-out” tournament. In the first round, 1 is 
compared to 2, 3 is compared to 4, and so on. From each pair, the “loser” (i.e., 
the one with the edge pointing away from it) remains in the toumament and the 
winner is retired. In each subsequent round, the remaining players are again paired 
off and the process is repeated. Note that alter n rounds one player survives, and 
this “super-1osing” player reaches every other player via a directed path of length 
at most n. 
We tan now state our NP/{2” + 1) procedure for any given P-selective set A having 
selector function f. We first specify the advice for length n. If A n C” = 0, use advice 
value 2” + 1. Otherwise, play the previously described toumament among A n C”. 
(Note that there are at most 2” elements in this intersection. Thus, even though each 
toumament round may have one element that fails to be paired off, and thus that is 
promoted for free, the toumament will produce a Single super-loser in at most IZ rounds 
- indeed, in log([l/A n Cnlll) rounds.) If the lexicographically ith length n string is 
the super-loser, use advice value i. The NP machine, given advice value j and input 
X, rejects if j = 2” + 1, and otherwise accepts if and only if there exists a directed 
path with (respect to the P-selector f) of length at most n from the lexicographically 
jth length n string, cal1 it sj,n, to x (i.e., if either s,,, = x or there exist s,,~ = 
00, 01, . ..> IJ/ = x, e<n, such that (Ei : 1 <i<t)[f(min(u,_l, vi), max(ri_i, Vi)) = 
Vi]). 0 
Thus, in comparison with Ko’s result that P-sel C P/quadratic, we have proven that 
less advice suffices given a more powerful acceptance mechanism: P-sel C NP/linear n 
coNP/linear. In comparison with the Hemaspaandra et al. [lO] result that P-sel c PP/ 
linear, we have shown that a potentially weaker (as NP c PP and the inclusion is stritt 
unless, for example, NP = coNP) interpreter tan make do with linear advice. Our 
result is incomparable (i.e., neither seems to imply the other) with an interesting result 
of Burtschick and Lindner [4] stating that R&,),(P-sel) c E/linear. 
Of course, it would be interesting to prove that P-sel g P/linear (as otherwise the 
possibility remains open that Ko’s result and ours tan be simultaneously improved via 
establishing that P-sel C P/linear). However, Corollary 3.2 creates a potential difficulty 
in proving this “interesting” result: such a proof would also prove P # NP. We state 
this as the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.3. Zf P-sel g P/linear, then P # NP. 
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We now prove that the amount of advice used in Theorem 3.1, a 2” + 1-ary token, is 
optimal, even with respect to powerful advice interpreters. The proof seeks to wedge 
into a set as much information as possible (via diagonalizing against smaller amounts 
of information and all possible interpreters), while still maintaining the P-selectivity of 
the set, via a variant on a gap construction. Ladner [19] pioneered the technique of 
putting large gaps in sets and then exploiting the gaps, and our proof is inspired by a 
construction that, in the context of determining the closure properties of the P-selective 
Sets, uses gaps to establish P-selectivity [9]. 
Theorem 3.4. Let f(n) be any recursiue function. P-sel e DTIME[f(n)]/{2”}. 
Corollary 3.5. Let f(n) be any recursive jiunction. P-sel e DTIME[f(n)]/n. 
F’roof of Theorem 3.4. Note that for any recursive function f(n) : 2Fdo --+ 2’ B ’ 
there is a recursive function g(n) such that (a) for each n, g(n)>f(n) and g(n)a2, 
and (b) g(n) is nondecreasing, and (c) for some Turing machine M computing g(n), 
it holds for every n that RUNTIMEM(~) < 2 dn) If f did not originally have the above . 
properties, henceforward replace it with g. 
Let ~11 = 1. For i> 1, let c(i+r = min{m 1 222 
z/(+, ) 
Gm}. Let Q = {a,, a2,. . .}. We 
will define a set A such that: 
1. A E DTIME[22f”‘], 
2. x E A + 1x1 E Q, and 
3. (IX] = ]yI and x<l,,y and x E A) + y E A. 
Any set A satisfying these three conditions is P-selective. Why? Suppose we are 
given strings x and y. If either 1x1 or Iy] is not in Q, by (2) our task is trivial. If both 
lengths are in Q and 1x1 # 1 y], then by (1) and the definition of the ai the membership 
Status of the shorter of x and y tan be computed in time polynomial in max(Ix], Iyl). 
If both lengths are in Q and 1x1 = Iy], then output, in light of (3), the lexicographically 
largest string in {x, y}. Thus, we have just given a polynomial-time selector function 
for A. We now turn to the construction of an A that meets these conditions, and that 
also satisfies the other requirement of the theorem. 
Let {Mi}i, 1 by an enumeration of machines, and let this enumeration have the prop- 
erty that ( Uk LG%)) > DTIMW(n)l, and let it also have the property that, for each 
Zt4i in the enumeration, the function RUNTIMEM(~) = 0(2f@)). By the assumption 
at the Start of the proof that computing f does not take “too much” longer than the 
value of f, such an enumeration exists. Furthermore, let us assume, without loss of 
generality, that each machine in the list appears infinitely ofien in the list. That is, 
if M = M; (here, equality refers to the actual program) for some i, then there is an 
infinite set of distinct integers J such that for each j E J we have M = Mj. This 
assumption allows us to avoid having to explicitly “slow down” the enumeration. If 
n $Z Q, A=” is empty. 
If n E Q (say n = ai), then do the following. Keep a clock, and if at any Point the 
Simulation has taken fi. 2f@) Steps, tut off this Stage. The clock overhead tan easily 
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be kept sufficiently low that, with this cutoff, both clock overhead time and Simulation 
time as a total remain less than n 3 2 f@). This clock-cutoff could happen, for example, 
if some machine A4i in our enumeration has a very large (relative to i) constant as patt 
of its 0(2f@)) runtime. However, as we have assumed each machine appears infinitely 
often in the enumeration, it follows from the fact that fi = o( 1) that each machine 
will be tut off in only a finite number of its incarnations. For our purposes this suffices, 
as the incarnations that are not tut off will carry out the desired diagonalization against 
the machine. 
Recall that n = Mi. Run Mi(X,y) for each x and y such that 1x1 = n and y E 
(192, .f., 2”). In particular, for each j; E { 1, 2, , . , 2”}, consider Mi(x,F) with x 
varying over all strings of length n. If the acceptances of these 2” runs with F as the 
second component do not form a right tut of the length n strings,’ let ZF = undefined. 
If the acceptances of these 2” runs do form a right tut (we take the two border 
cases of all acceptances and all rejections to be valid instances of right Cuts), then 
let 
(min{u 1 1~4 =n and Mi(u,y) accepts} if (3z)[lz] =n and Mi(z,>) accepts], 
ZG= 1 (y+n otherwise. 
Since there are only 2” strings 7 of length n, at most 2” 
in particular, F - B # 0, where F = C” U {O’+n} and B = 
{ 1, 2, . . . , 2”) and z, = w]}. Let ki (recall n = zi) be the 
element of F - B. 
right cuts are formed. So, 
{w ( IwI = n and (3~) [u E 
lexicographically smallest 
We tan now define AC” (for n = Ei; recall that A is empty for n 6 Q): 
AZ” = {U 1 [VI = Ni and ki <lexu}. 
Note that by our construction, A satisfies (1) - (3). However, as we argued, each 
machine will eventually be diagonalized against, and so for each Mi E {Mi}iat there 
is an e such that it4j = A4e and at Stage / it was established that A 6 {L(Me)}/{2”}, 
where {L(M/)} denotes the class containing only the set L(Me). 0 
We now turn briefly to optimal advice as it relates to nondeterministic selectivity. 
Note that though the Statement of the tist part of the following result looks like a 
generalization of Theorem 3.1, its proof Shows that the two Statements are in fact 
equivalent. 
Proposition 3.6. (1) NPSVi,&t-sel C NP/{2” + 1) rl coNP/{T + 1). 
(2) NPSV-sel 2 NP/{2” + 1). Indeed, euen NPMV-sel C NP/{2” + l}, where NPMV 
is the Standard notion of multiualued NP functions [2,3]. 
* That is, either the empty set or the set {w 1 lw( = n and w > lexu} for some length n shng 0. 
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Corollary 3.7. (1) NPSVtOtil-sel C NP/n + 1 rl coNP/n + 1. 
(2) NPSV-sel & NP/n + 1. 
Proof of Proposition 3.6. ( 1) It is well-known that NPNP n ‘ON’ = NP and coNPNP” ‘ON’ 
= coNP, and by essentially the same proof it is known [7] that FP~&$‘$~~~d,tota, = 
NPSVt,&l. Part (1) follows immediately from these facts and the fact that Theorem 3.1 
relativizes (as, in particular, it holds relativized by each set I E NP n coNP). Altema- 
tively, this part is a corollary of Part (2) and the closure under complementation of 
NPSVt,til-sel. 
(2) It is not hard to see by inspection that the proof of Theorem 3.1 (except 
for the part about closure under complementation and thus the CONP result) goes 
through (with the appropriate modifications - use the nondeterministic function ev- 
erywhere) if the selector function itself is an NPSV function. This is true because, 
though the function may in general be partial, by Definition 1.1 the function certainly 
is defined whenever both its inputs are in the set, and such is indeed the case in 
each match in the knackout tournament used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. (Indeed, 
even NPMV-selectivity suffices, as we tan in the two-output case eliminate either 
element.) 0 
Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 provide lower bounds showing that the advice lengths 
of Proposition 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 are optimal. 
We conclude this section with some technical remarks on slightly stronger results 
implicit in our proofs, and on related Claims. First, careful inspection of the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 reveals that in fact that proof establishes: 
P-sel C TIME-NONDETERMINISM[poly, quadratic]/{2” + 1) 
n ( CO-TIME-NONDETERMINISM[poly, quadratic] )/{ 2” + 1) 
Note that TIME-NONDETERMINISM[poly, quadratic] has been studied before; it is 
a level of the limited nondeterminism hierarchy for NP as introduced by Fischer and 
Kintala in [14] (this should not be confused with the other limited nondeterminism 
hierarchy for NP that the same authors introduced in [ 151). We now show how to save 
nondeterminism while retaining linear advice size. In particular, consider the follow- 
ing hybrid of Ko’s P/poly tournament technique and our nondeterministic interpreter 
approach. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, Start by conducting a toumament (via the tech- 
nique of Ko described at the Start of that proof) that finds n elements such that all 
length n strings in the set tan be reached from those elements by a path of length 
at most 1. Among those n elements, play a similar tournament. Continue this process 
until we are down to one element. Note that this will take at most log*(2”) rounds. 3 
3 The reader may be surprised by the use of log* in light of the fact that we iterate Ko’s technique, and 
Ko’s technique in fact in one round selects a set of size at most [log(n + l)] rather than a set of size at 
most logn (recall, all logarithms in this Paper are base two). However, since for all n > 2 it holds that 
Llog(n + l)] < logn, OUT use of log* is not problematic. 
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Use the element found - which has an @(log* n) length path to each length n element 
in the set - as our advice. Retain the NP advice interpreter described in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1, except modify it to look only for such short paths. Thus, we have 
established: 
Theorem 3.8. P-sel C TIME-NONDETERMINISM[poly, n( 1 + log* n)]/{2” + 1 }. 
Corollary 3.9. P-sel C TIME-NONDETERMINISM[poly, n( 1 + log* n)]/n + 1. 
Additionally, note that tournaments are quite sensitive to the number of players. In 
particular, one tan state the following, where log*(n) is taken to be a shorthand for 
rlog*(max(l,n))l, and census,4(n) =&f &4 n C”]], and in which, for simplicity, we 
speak in terms of bits rather than in terms of tokens. 
Proposition 3.10. (1) Zf A E P-sel and h(n) is a polynomial-time computable function 
such that h(n)bcensusA(n), then 
A E TIME-NONDETERMINISM[poly, n log*(h(n))]/n + 1. 
(2) v A E P-sel and h(n) is a polynomial-time computable finction such that 
h(n) < censusA(n), then 
A E (co-TIME-NONDETERMINISM[poly, n log*(2” - h(n))])/n + 1. 
Finally, note that Corollaty 3.9 is incomparable to Ko’s result. Ko uses quadrat- 
ically many advice bits and no nondeterminism. We use the optimal number (i.e., 
linearly many) advice bits but also use a certain amount of nondeterminism - 
n( 1 + log* n). 1s there an advice-for-nondeterminism trade-off curve between these two 
Claims? It is not hard to see, via modifying the proof (i.e., the text discussion before 
the corollary) of Corollary 3.9, that we indeed have a trade-off curve. For i E 2F2’, 
let 
log(‘) n = i n 
if i = 0, 
log(log(‘-1) n) if i E ZZ’l. 
Theorem 3.11. Let f(n) be any integer-valuedfunction that is exponential-time com- 
putable (i.e., is polynomial-time computable tf n is input in unary) and that satisfies 
(Yn E aao)[l <f(n)< log*(2”)]. Then 
P-sel c TIME-NONDETERMINISM[poly, n(f(n) - l)] 
/i O< j 4 [log(f(“‘)(2”)1 
Ko’s result is the f(n) = 1 case, and our Theorem 3.8 is the f(n) = log*(2”) case. 
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4. Open questions 
The most pressing open question regarding the results of this Paper is whether 
P-sel c P/linear. We conjecture that P-sel g P/linear, however Corollary 3.3 suggests 
that our conjecture may be hard to prove (though it does not suggest that our con- 
jecture fails to hold). We also suggest as an interesting area the study, for classes in 
P/poly other than the P-selective Sets, of their optimal amount of advice, and of the 
relationship between the amount of advice and the complexity of the set required to 
interpret the advice. We note that it is not hard to see that if A is sparse (i.e., for some 
polynomial p(.) it holds that (Vn) [censusA(n) < p(n)]), then 
AEP 
/ 
2” 
c .) 
( > iE{O, l,...,cen~us~(n)} ’ 
and there exist sparse sets B for which 
B#P 
1 ( 
max l,-l+ c 
2” 
( )). iE{O, l,...,cens~~(n)} i 
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